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"U.S. WANTS PEACE" IKE'S MESSAGE
Fails To
Lowman Denies Swapout For Armed Robbery Rooney
Appear On Show
fulling Out Of State Race
Sentence Is
Commuted

Cembs and Wyatt ran for oiffice
on a platform of non-mterference with the lees/attire. Everyone knows that when they got
Lowman to withdraw from the
Ted Cravens, veh,) has been
lieutenant govgerrer's race. they
serving a file sentence on an
premised hem the speakership."
armed robbery charge. has had
elf the House.
has sentence commuted to time
The governor als. accused Lt.
served by acting governor Mrs.
Coy -elect Wilson W. Wyatt, LouThelma Stovall.
isville, of "in-termeddling in the
Clnasens was convicted last
affairs" of the fleece of RepreFebruary of the charge to which
sentatives.
he had elsaded guilty.
The attack on Wyatt stemmed
The .ric'dent •nvolved the hidfrom a prediction the f rmer L
ing up of the Aubrey Smith Gelmasse made at Ashland
eery on the East Highway near
last M ,nelay that Lowman mn•it
Kentucky Lake. He was arrested
be elected epeeker of the House.
here in Murray. His parents
Wyatt said Thursday that he
Mich:gan. The
was "eredieting-not nominating.
family is originaily from Paris.
the
he'
said
Lowman
might
when
Tennessee.
speaker.
Mrs. Stovall was grivernor .of
bowman. while stating that he
Kentucky for four h .urs yeeterwould be "pr 'fledged and henday when Governor A. B. Chentired to serve" as speaker oef the
dler and Lt. Governs' Harry
H,- use, added, "The sovereignty
Lee Weettertis. 'el were in ("Meinthe legislature is a penciple natti,
Mice The par left KenI have cbereshed and fought tea ;
tucky at 1725 and returned at
during my entire tenure in the I
5:30 p. m.
legislature.
"It is a principle ;n which I t
FRANKFORT 9.911 — Kentucky
believe and would fght fur to I
Seeretaey of State Mrs Thelma
day. Anyone who is serving in he
L. Stevan was back at her fakerslature would be preud to be
miliair desk ?edgy after a fourconsidered and have his name I
"hour tenure as the state's third
piaced bet are a c-aucus for any
woman gir verner.
position of leadership.
Mrs. Stovall was acting goverflatterextremely
has
been
It
nor of the commenwealth Thuisso
many
returning to me that
day afternoon while Gov. A. B.
ing legislaters and- newly electChandler and IA. Goe, Harry
members have expreesed 'an inLee Waterneld were in Cineinterest in my seekng the post of
net, They left Kentucky for Cinepeaker.
cinnati at 1:25 and returned at
"Naturally I am grateful to
5:30 p. m.
• is St
them and to sill others wle.e.ave
During hoer *pert - lived "adBy ROBERT AHIEB
expreased confidence in me. It
!ministration" Mrs Stovall named
United Press International
is the greatest gift that the House
FREJUS. France IJPV — Gov- of Repreeentatiees has to offer, Iher sister to a state poet. issued
ernment trweetegaters sougee to- and naturally, if the members pardons to a cenvicted killer and
day to find out why "the world's see fit ti select me, is would be a beitlegge-r, commuted the senthinnest dam" cellapsed the first a privilege and honer to settee.," tences if three bandits and corn! meerioned a Kentucky Coerinel.
time it was filled to capacity and Lowman added.
She named her sister, Mrs- Elirburied this Riviera town under a
"My first responsibility is to
abete WI-et wiert h. L easenlle,
sea of water and mud
Boyd County and the state of
assistant Secretary of State
Latest g vernment figures set Kentucky and it is one which I
althe toll of the Wednesday night intend to discharge with all the for the clay and conferred the title
wdseteiter at 270 dead, 50 Mi&cillg, tdreneth and eager at my com- of Kentucky Colonel on Mrs.
Paul Jackson, Versailles. wife of
and 70 injered. But many more mand."
slate Sett. Paul Jackson,
•
victims were feared swallowed
Mrs. Sewall granted a pardon
up in the oozing mud that choked
to Massie Guest, who had been
the six -mile-keg Regnan Valley.
convicted
tin
a
manslaughter
Many were Swept out into the
charge in Hart County - Mrs.
Mediterranean on a meuntain of
Servall's heme county - in 1957
water.
and had been sentenced to 21
Uneerfirmed reports said 300
years in prison.
were killed.
She else. issued a pardon to
A mess funeral planned for
Galen McGtiffin of Arch, Ky.,
afternoon (Noted accomodate
who had been sentenced be 90
onle' 90 bode's, te the supply of
days in jail and bined $200 on
coffins ran not.
his second convection of violating
A priest, his black robes plaslocaleeption laws in 1958.
tered vierth thick red rmid, blessed
The Twelth
Annual QuadShe also commuted the senthe dead in unpainted Creffins. State Band Fetisval is scheduled
"1 helped to place pante in fer December 7 at Murray State tences of three prisoners in the
State Refermatory at LaGrange.
terfeine. including many sweet College.
Thaw Dadternan. who was senchildren," he, said. "While I was
Two hundred and fifty dun:or tenced to life on an
armed robseeing it, I somehow didn't real- and Senior Hash bandsmen, repire the horror of the esthete thing. resenting a total Of twenty-eight bery conviction in Spencer CounBut when
stood back to pray schools from Kentucky, Tennes- ty in Nevember 1956, received a
el with the families of the victims, see. Melees, and Missouri,- , will cemenutatiern of sentence to 10
I broke down and could rint hip assemble at Murray State College years.
Verne Yeung, who was sencry i
for a day of rehearsals and a
All of France shared that cencert at 7:00 p. rn. in the cal- tenced to five years on a storehouse breaking convict:am
in
priest's horror. President Charles leee auditorium.
Christian County in July 1958,
de Gaulle called the Frejue disThe Senior Band will be uneer received a commutation
cif senaster a "catastrette" and order- the direction ef Paul Shaihan.
er' government eiciperts to find The Junior Band will be con- tence ti the time already served.
out what caused the tall, thin ducted by Josiah Dareall.
Malpasset Dam to crumble and
The Qtsad-StAte Feetivals are
send 50 m.11ion tons of water on co-sperreered by the First Disa rampage drown the Reiersa-n Vat- trict Kentucky Educat ns Music
)ley and ever the town of Frejus. Association and Murray
Siste
F.niteneers slashed through •he College.
--red mud to the relapsed dam to
MON"PREA,L 921) — The Crosby
The public is invited to attend
check its faulty foundations. 1r- the 7:00 p. m. concerts 4711 De- brothers. who vowed less than a
Malpaeset. tens4i!y trans- cemiber 7 in the Murray State year ago to stay eternally tolated. means "it went badly." Celege Auditorium. There is no gether in show business, sprit
There were reports the dam com- admicaion.
up cosely today and wailked out on
pleted in 1954. was so named bea $12.000 night club engagement.
cause of a series of troubles that
The break-up was preceded by
The Soviee Unton. with an area
beset its construction. ;
of 81150.000 square miles, covers a heated argument in their dresshalf of Eurere „nd
third -nf Asaa. ing resin sh nrtly before their
scheduled midnight appearance
at the El Morocco, it was reported.
A spokesman for the eke, end
the split-up "wee due to internal
strife."
United Press International
He said the group .still had
Southwe.se Kentucky — Increasseven more performances to go
ing cloudiness and warmer 'tobefore fulfilling their contract.
day, hit in the low 60s. Cloudy
The boys, Gary, 26. twins Den-with rain likely boniest and Satnis and Philip, 24. and Lindsay,
unia y. low tonight in the low
22, have been known to have had
•40s. Colder Saturday afternoon.
disagreements in the pee. Gary,
Temperatures at 6 a. m. CST.:
usually the spokesman for the
Covington al, Louisville 31 Paereup, was said to have a quick
ducah 35, am/fine Green 15,
temper and the others were reLexington 31, London 25 and
ported to resent his boanness.
Hoplrinsville 30.
Just recently Gary reconciled
Evansville, Ind.. 34.
with his famous crooner father
Huntengtert, W. Va., 29.
Bing, after a prolionged feud.
ASHLAND (UPP — State Rep.
Lowman ,denied
Harry
King
Thursday that he withdrew as a
candidate
teceeible
Dernseratic
for lieutenane generne for the
promise of the post of speaker of
The House of Representatives in
the 1900 General Assembly,
j) Lowman sad, "I never filed
for lieutenant governor. I announced my intentien to seek
the office but after the merger of
Mr. Bert Cerebs and Mr. Wilson W. Wyatt, a survey wae made
and 1 learned earlier than most
What was going ta happen in
May and November 1959.
"Therefore
I
withdrew
my
name from arry further censideration for any office other than
alepresentative. There were no
pr enises made and none were
seteltit regarding any positi, n,
either at the tine of my withdrawal or any other time.
In fact. I did not ta'k to Mr.
nebs or Mr Wyatt f .r sometime after my decision was an,.
neunced." he added
Gov. A B Chandler cherged
at a Thursday press conference
:n Franklert that, -These tenors

Disaster May
See Over 500
Dead In France

•

Quad-State
Band Meet
Set Monday

d'this

Crosby Brothers
Have Breakup

I

.

Weather I
Report

SHOPPING DAYS LEFT
HELP FIGHT TB
with CHRISTMAS SEALS

HOLLYWOOD IJPU — J a ck
Pear appeared on his nightly television
w as usual Thursday
right, but actor Mir-key Rooney
wasn't around to uncle barbs
with him.
The two performers had planned a peace meeting before a
nateriwede audience on Paar's
show to let everybedy krew
there were no hurt feelings fir m
their encounter Tuesday night
But the pint-s.zed actsor backed
out late Thursday, declaring:
"I am convinced is :thing further could be gained by anyone
were 1 to appear w:th Jack Pear.
I tKid him pot's nany that I was
sorry for what had occurred
Tuesday night. As far as I'm concerned the whole matter is forgit.ten."
The Tuesday night incident
came when Paar accueed Reeney
of behis "loaded" while on the
slew and invited him t . leave.
A 15-menute
meeting was held Wednesday afternoon and they agreed le forget
the whole thing, including threats
by Rooney that he would punch
Paar on the nose and sue for
slander.
Re.:oney, at the time, also consented to make a guest atesearance on the sh ,w
Said Peer after Berney backed
out of Thursday night's shew:
"I'm sorry he won't come back.
We stand ore his statement and
hope to be rethatched later at a
better piece."

Ahno Seniors Will
Present Play
line senior class of Almo
School will present a three act
play entitled "The Edger MI ss
Beaver" on December II at 7:30
pm
The cast is as follows: Carolyn
Arsdrus, Rita Hargis. Charles Hoke
Janette Tebers. See Turner Jerry
Don Butler, Judy Elkird.. Ha old
Turner, Mary K Hill, Bobby Joe
Nanney. Larry Hopkins. and Benny Herndon,
Mrs. T. P Jones is the strionsor
with Fay Napkins as student director Billy Gilliam is stage manager Betty Browdy arid Ann Fen
guson will be iehrsettes

Woman's Day
Observance
Set By Church

Bass Being Taken
Off Rocky Points
FRANKFORT !UPI) — The jigging seas.on was wen underway
teday on the upper half it Lake
Cumberland, following rains
\A-tr.ch muddied the waters, 'he
state Fish and W.Idlife Reseurces
Department reprted
Kentucky Lake s ources report
bass being taken off the reeky
petits and desp banks. Some
fisherman were having fair luck
by casting medium deep rumens
hires in these spots.
The Burns:de area and downstream fe a few miles were reported idea! for tigeng S ins
large bass are -being landed eft
the shallow, muddy banks on
eight crawlers. Bass are also being caught by jigging with minnows where clear pools of water
appear In the tributaries.
At Dale Hollow. Bass and
Crapp.e were being caught by the
few fishermen on the lake. Bass
were reported hitting . U the
✓ cky point, and shall ev banks
by casting meeium deep eunn.ng
lures during the day, and crappie were taken by still fishermen
ars und the fallen underwater
treetops at depths of 10 to 13
feet.
Few fieheimen were reported
at Herengten Lake this week
but erne bass are biting on medium and deep-running lures.

A

white wr iught iron fence
been erected around the
Centederate mienement on the
esourt square through work of
the Murray Chamber of Ommerce. United Daughters of the
Confederacy and the Ca new ay
Fiscal Court.
TheUDC chapter raised' the
money fer the protective fence
and the Clhamber of Commerce
handled other oetails. PL-iffrion
was granted 'by the court for
erection of the fence.
The Calloway Times of Wedneeday June 2. 1920 carr.ed a
story on the monument which
had jest been erected.
This story ie, printed as it appeared in that issue.
A memorial in which Caine
way County can take jusertaine
pride is at last in operation. The
J. N. Wileterns Chapter of U. D.
C. raised the funds and paid
for the beautiful Clonfecierate
monument. The Fiscal ceu.rt, City
Council, Sewerage Company and
Beard of Trade have made the
necessary csirrnec t is.rns.
"The Daughters deeply appreciate their help and are grateful
for every contribution, large and
small, that has made pi sts:bile
this serviceable and beaut.ful
monument to the Calloway men
who were the gray and fought
for their enure and then hernefires. They are all old men new,
then they were gallant boys. We
love them and are happy to do
them honor.
"Six large individual gifts were
made: J. N. Williams, S. H. Dees,
A. J. Grief. Dr. Groves, R. L.
Ellison and J. G. McKnight, cacti
gave $100, and Mr. McKnight
bought the Ootafederate quilt,
making his contribution $125.
The Largest gift was from the
Fiscal ceure $250. l'hose gifts
gave encouragernent when hope

By MERRIMAN SMITH
UPI White House Reporter
P:esident Eisenhower delivered to the Italian
people today a "simple meseage
from America...we want to live
in peaces':
He stood bare-headed in wind
and driving rain for the playine
of the United States and Italian
nationn anthems after stepping
down to tee puddle-filled runway
of niampino Airport from the 307
!iner that carried him here
jet
from Waehinetier at the start of
an 11-ration- goodwill tour
The heave rain that has pelted
Rome for a week delayed his arrive' by 16 minutes and gave the
airpert ground radar installations
a few moments of difficulty in loestine the presidential plane as it
- apt:coached for a landing in a
heavy overcast.

ROME fun -

loving emperor, ann the triumphal Arch of Constantine, the
emperor who reeesnized Christianity.
The airport was cordoded off
six hours before the President
arrived and although even Italy's
huge Cemmunist party mernbseehp gave gaming praise to the
minden of geed will, the government was taking no chances on
any incident.
Reed h wer was met at the
eirpert by Ital'an Pres:dent Giovanni Geonch.. the premier, the
foreign minister. the defense minister, the presidents of Parliament,
the apestelic nuncio to Italy, the
Ital'an service chiefs of staff and
U. S. Ambassador James D. Zellerbech.
Hailed • As Man of Courage
5, The warmth oaf the official
weleernk was cestdetanceci by the
Italian people themselves who
have millins of relatives in the
United States and leek with
warm approval an Eisenhower
and on h'a hieterie and ambitious
journey.
Newspapers .n Rome hailed hem
as a man of great c.urage who
"instead ef oteerseng a cautieus
imineleilisrn a year before electiones..directly takes up all sorts
of risks, extremely' tiring efforts
and unpredictable adventures."
The Cemmurnst who once'dernorientated in the streets against
Eiserrh TAVE.V'S presence in Rome
as supreme commander of che
NATO forces hailed him today
as a man seeking peace For
Miseghower a!*o oareied with
him the approval of the Soviet
Union in line with its "thawthe-cold war offensive."
Upon landing the President reviewed an Italian honer guard
and del.vered a beef addrees recorded by more than 400 news,
radio and television men and
sent live across Western Europe
and aeross the English Channel
to Britain.
Press Plane Lands First
A plane earrseng 1" S press
representatives 'andel an hour
ahead of the President
Eeenhower's
metorcade, escorted by federal police. swept
threugh the streets of modern
Rime where fral!ans had lined
un for hours to csheer and wave.
The trip to tewn was along the
ancient Appian Way. beet '2,000
veers ace
The crowds wait ng to welcome Eisenhower peered anxiously at the skive It has rainerl,in
Rome for five days and it rained
this merning. A radiant rainbow
appeared in the sky at one mime/it but the omen was shorthved, and a needy drizzle set

But the nuge plane splashed
down to a safc and wet landing
• t,.12:16 pm 616 a.m eat,),
Greeted By President
When he stepped from the aircraft Eisenhower was greeted by
teliss Joaquin Seltzer
Italian President Giovanni Gronchi,
Premier Antonio Segni and a host
Miss Joaquin Seltzer ,.of Peof other officials.
ciucah will be guest speaker for
The am n held the crowd to a
Weenan's Day, this Sunday at the
minimom, but even the Commum "ming warship h ur at the
nists had joined with the rest of
First Christian Church.
Italy befsre hand to make it clear
that Enentees*ees visit was wen
Woman's Day is an annual ibce-rneti with warmth and Mit hopes
servairree. emphasresig the world
for world peace.
mission of the church Women of
The weather was the principal
the ohurch partic.pateng in the
netatve factor on this second trip
service will be Mrs Den Hutson,
&road for the Resident this year.
Mrs. George Hart, and Mrs. MauWiten he was in Europe last August
rice Crass, Jr.. president of the
fie talks with allied leaders he
Christian
Women
Felleesh_p.
II1P0 hit a siege. nf dampness That
By JOSEPH L. MYLER
Special- music witl be presented
time he came down with a cold
United Press International
by a wernan's ensemble
WASHINGTON VD — A sev- and a lingering chest ailment which
concern for a man nearing
en-pound
menkee named Sam caused
Mess aeltzer.
Vice-Pres-.dent
70 He was in next health when
was
socketed
55
miles
int,
space
cd the People's Fast National
surcessfel test
es- he began this trip.
Bank oif Paducah. She placed today tn a
The President got out of the
seeind last year in the Interne- 'cape equipment deegned to asrain soon after his arrival. He
t renal Toastnueirs Club corn- sure the safety of human asererode in a desert lien 'Ilene to his
petttion She is well known in nauts of the future.
Sam, a 30-menth old American guest quarters at the Quirinale
tens area fer her .weork en, the
horn rhesus, was sent al ft from 'Palace and entered ureter an awnchisrch.
Firitt. Chest:an
Walerps Leland. Va . , at 11:15 a ing. Italian President Giovanni
lave
her
Ckurch irf vet* happii to
m.
EST; in a capsule like the one )Gronchi and practically the enspeaker,
as guest.
and iliente the
%hien will carry S.PaCC piles in- 'tire Italian cabinet escorted h m
pubic tti hear her
eo orbit in the Mercury manaed through the palace. then left him
a rest and private
In his suite
satellite program.
When the ceipssule reached an lunch belee state talks started.
head
his
Eisenhewer bored
a:etude of about 20 miles, an
escape rocket, meunted on a 14- when the anthems soutided and
lent tower aoove it, Limited with then his weks mere c-vered h:m
veth an umbrella fer the walk to
a burst of flame.
The powerful escape rocket, the balcony' where he delivered
generating Meer 55,000 pounds it the first speech of a peace camthe capsules-away paign that will take him halfway
was law. Mrs. W. P. Gatlin, who thrust, lifted
the booster at a :speed 01 around the world.
sninsored and frateree this work farm
Cites "Blood Ties"
200 feet a second.
had purposed in her heart to
"We want to live in peace arid
- - Destroyer On Way
publish the names of every cenThe capsule and tower coasted feendsle.p, with- freedom," the
tributer: this we are unable to
up to abetit 55 miles and the President repeated.
do Without her. She had made on
"'Phis message, I hone, will be
tower was jettemed by a timlarge plans also for a gala unVhe President left Washington
heard in every creintry where
ing device.
veiling. The eld seldiers, becaose
at 8:11 p. m,,EST. Thursday on
Minrees later. the capsule had cerninunications," arc free.
of their love for her, and apvisit whieh win take him In
el am exceedingly proud as I
descended by parachute into the
preeibey of her loyal untiring
II nations-friends or aWec of the
Atlantic 200 miles fr .re start this trip to and in this
chewy
work for teem, concur with the
great city which so leng was the United States-in Europe, Afr.ca
Ileac
J. N. Williams Ohaptcr in the
and As:a. The plane made a brief
The Destroyer Bone was steam center of Western cht....1.izatilon,"
denre that there be no puolle
refuelling stop at Geese Bay,
bag
ti ward the capsule in order Eistenhewer said.
service.
He added that "bleed ties" Lab.. Thursday night but Diger,pick it up at about 1 p. m.
to
"The fountain is now flow-evlinked the two countries because hewer did n ot leave hie arrcraft...._
e is Caneway County's. May it EST.
Two:
,Day Conference
Navy search planes flew a- of the 10 minien persons of Italbe a pleasant blessing-and preFor two. "days he will confer
round :tie capsule to keep it in ian ancestry in the United States,
serve a tender sentiment for the
direct the &see in and he said Italy and the United With Premier Antonin Segni and
glorious patriotism if thhe peer." sight and
States would entinue to stand other Italian leaders and on Sunits rescue operations.
he will have an audience
The launching was carried out and Week together for World •
with Pope Jelin XXIII. the first
.
in fine weather, NASA officials peace.
"Our friendship is not only ef- meeting of an inctrerbern Amerihire said the. escape equipment
can president with a Pepe since
apparently funictiimed perfectly. ficial. but one petple clasping
flight
originally
was hands atross the sea as relatives, Woo-Arne Wilson called on BeneThs
dict XV 40 years ago.
planned for 6:30 a. m. EST, but in justece and in freedom.
Eisen's, wer expressed hi; par
was postponed to 11:15 a. m because the Atlantic waters off the bicular thanks for the warm welVirg:eta coast were too choppy come by President Grenche and
for a while for the capsule re- Grc.nchi replied, it "is certain
yeu will make an effective concovery attempt.
Mrs. Edna Cutehens Hale, 77,
The waves subsided, however, tribution to the cause of the West
died suddenly of a heart attack and the experment was carried and id the cause of peace which
at her home, 13/3 West Main an as planned.
we all are serving."
Street, `
-yestercifiy afterne.ea at
"Unanimous" Tribute
The .shot was designed pri2:10 p. m. Mrs. Hale is survived marily it test the i.peraten of
Mrs. Bryan Lax, age 65, passed
Gronohi said despite the multiby her husband, Dr. L. D. Hale the Pilot escape system which party Italian system. which in- away yesterday at 8:20 am at her
and a stepson, R. E. Hale of wia be used in the Mercury man- cludes a poviterful Communist fac- home on 601 Poplar Street. Her
Murray Route three; two sisters, ned-satellite program.
tion, Italy's trebute to Eisenh.ev- death came suckiently.
Mrs. Tommy HoOde'Murray and
Survivors are her mother Mrs.
er "is unarenens-1 want ti stress
Mrs. Barkley of Arlington, Ky.
Houston Stradee .at the same adthe Wed "unanimous."
BETTER HOMES
Mrs. Hale was a member of the
For the actual seven-mile trip dress and one sister Mrs Fannie
First Christian Church and was
NEW YORK (UPI)—American into Leven Eisenhower used a lim- Henry of 522 Broad Street.
at one time an employ of the
She was a member ef the Sulphur
homeowners are now spending ousine instead of a corwert.ble.
Bank of Murray. The funeral will
His r ute took him tieing the Springs Methodist Church where
about
$15
billion
a
year
on
home
be held at three thirty this af
ancient Appian Way past hist inc the funeral will be held today at
tern.rxm at the Max H. Churchill 'improvement and expansion, ac- landmarks of unaque-glery and 2:-0 pm. with Bo. touts Joiner
cording
to
the
Tile
Council
of
Funeral Herne with Bro. J. Howofficiating.
beauty. 't
America, Inc.
ard Niebols officiating.
Aleng the way there were the
Burial will be in the city ceme'Pallbearers will be Bryan Tolgreat 100,000-seat Circus Maxi- tery
ley, Davy Hopkins, Beale OutOnly about seven per cent of mus,. the sprawling ruins of the
The J. H. Churchill Funer a I
land. Preston Holland, Burgess all steamships in the wenn still Baths of Carcalla built 17 cen- Horne is in charge of arraneeParker and Rupert Parks,
use coal for fuel
turies ago by a cruel and luxury menu.

monkey Fired
55 Miles
Into Space
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Wrought Iron Fence Is Erected
Around Confederate Monument
aas

Tells Italians That A rAer;ea
Desires To Live In Peace

Hrs. Edna Hale
Dies At Home
Yesterday

City Resident
Passes Away
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IMPROVEMENTS AUTHORIZED
New School Buildings .
$500,000
Planning Commission with Professional
Consultation

IMPROVEMENTS NEEDED
Industrial . Expansion
Sidewalks, Curbs and Gutters
Widened Street In Some Areas
Continued Home Building

Murray'

Airport For

TG

Audition

Hospital

Ten Years Ago Today
Ledger & Times

File

ieat
formtr Callow a:. Countlan. has
cepted the position .as Boy Stout Executive of the Susquenango Council in Binghamton, New York. Mr. Cri•sp
begins work there on January 1. 1950.
A "Duck Derby" sponsored by the Hazel PTA habeen announced ffir December 20 at the school
ium.
.
Many entries are . expected. sponsors of winner::: will
. receive the ducks at the end of the race.
The little chapel of th Trinity Episcopal Chach of
New Orleans was the setting Wednesday evening, Nov. :!.2
for the wedding of Mis.-: Joan Butterworth. daughter of
Dr. and „Mrs. A D. Butterw orth. Murray. and' Harry 1.%
Wayne. Jr.. son of Mr. and MN 'Parry I.:-. Whayne. Sr
of Columbus. Ky.

4.

Typewriters
For Sale Or Rent
Office Supply Dept
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A cool Northwestern La. State Northwestern began its death-dealcage squad took command in the ing. stall again that lasted until
, waning minutes after trailing by I an intentional foul stepped the
HIGH SCHOOL
a slim manan throughout the game clock at :04. Larry Skinner hit the
to defeat the Murray State Racers first of two charity tosses, Murray
88-86 before a large otawd in the rebounded but lost posaession.
.porls arena last night. The win
Murray scored on 36 field goals,
snapped Murray's infant 1-0 rec- 16 of 20 foul shots. and was chargNIGH THAWK LEAGUE
ord.
ed with 19 personal fouls. NorthNorthwestern opened with a 3-0 western scored on 34 field goals,
cam
W L
NI 0,,,ir Sales ..
Lead but quickly fell behind and 20 of 2'7 charity tosses, and comFriday. Uecember 4
Laund y
rever led again :although the visi- mitted 16 personals.
13,15
'7
: is
58 New Concord 01 Hazel
Outboard
tors threatened at eve. y stage. until
Four players on each team scorPhillip Haley fired in a jumper ed in double figures. O'Ricedan
14 15 Hickman Co. at A.mo
with 2:51 left to play. The basket topped Murray with 20 followed
:slii-°(
tern
ing .
18 Lynn Gr.ve at Carl.ste Co.
...,.., chenw..,:s
''''''''' 1:
!
; ,
1 Lone Oak a4 Beaten
gave the La. squad an 83-82 _dee closely by Jarrell Graham with
S. Marshal: at Syms.Ma
top Ten - Individual Averates
it maintained despite all effarts 19. Wilkins hat for 16 and Herndon
t. Red
by the 'Thoroughbreds to ragain for 11.
.
.
108 Farmington at Murray He
Saturday,
December
5
control.
Garvta
IC
Gene Wright led the visitors
N. Marshal: at Balaard
Terhur.e. Dan ....
Murray led from one to five and took game honors with 28
153
Douglas
.
at.
Paducah
Lincoln
Mar is. Graves
points throu bout the ft at half in points. William Weldon fired in
152
Moilday, December 7
Th smas.
a game that presented fans with 19 points. Haley added 17 and
.147
inceton
at
Douglas
.
Sande s, Normand
an excellent battle of shobting tal- Skinne& hit for 14.
... 146
Tuesday, December
:ahcon, Vanua
entS. The Racers were on top 40-34
•
143
Watching her ft r at basketball
Murray
at Hopkinaville
Jahrser., Johnny
at halftime. Mike ()Riordan scored game last night. a delt.hted
142
seven
Christian Co. at S. alarahall
Lovett. Puraam
12
points
for Murray in the first year Deborah Patton. Deborah is
'141
Lone Oak at N. Marshall
Pace. Glenn
half and a long series, of beautiful the daughter
140
of Sergeant and Mrs.
New Concord at Alm°
tip-ins in the second period enabl- Berlin Patton. Patton
High Team Single Games .
is with the
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at
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or
ed the rugged h, ward to finish MSC R.O.T.C. department
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.1199
and has
Lyon
County
at
Kirksey
elugin Outbaar
with 20 markers. Gene Wright, a been stationed out
842
of the states.
Friday, December 11
dclua n Oatboa:i
driving guard for Northwestern,
772
Murray will play Southeast MisFancy Fa:m at Kirksey
High Team Three Games
also, hit for 12 in the opening
Coilege Hi at New Concord
-.Poetic: 1..*:t Lind:y
period.
2373
Benton at S. Ma shall
Outboard
Northwestern took the tip at the
2372
Tr.41, Co. at Murray High
halftime toes and immediately preSa.,
2115
N. Marshall at Heath
:
ceded to wipe out the 'Breen' lead
dividlial Averages
Madisonville Rosewald at Douglas with three
aingle Games
consecutive baskets. The
score was deadlocked at 40-40 on
..246
SAN FRANCISCO — 1171 —
(elder by Haley with 18.04 left
215
TaaveLing on a Jet airliner be- in the
period.
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San
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An' •Ihillividual Three Games
The score was I .A...ed three
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LOOK WHO'S HERE! — Mexi712
The plan, adopted this year, ray's Herold Wilkins hit both free
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—
can actress Dolores Del Rio,
throws to narrow the margin back
RIgb Team Single Game
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In the Indian language, "Kansouri hece Saturday night. Tickets
are now on sale for the Xmas sas" means "People of the South
tourney scheduled here December Wind."
18th and 19th
Northwestern ISM
Wriest Mt, Skinner 14, Haley 17,
Adkins, 2, Stewart 8, Weldon 19.
Murray (80
O'Rioldan 20, Greene 6, Peterson
6, Wilkins 16, Herndon 11, Bale 8.
MICE — ROACHES
Graham 19.

KELLEY'S PEST
CONTROL
TERMITES

HONEYMOON'S OVER
SYRACUSE, N. Y.
(UPI)—
William Finnegan, who claimed
he never locked the door of his
trailer home in 20 years, began
to do so after a burglar and ;
stole six 210 bills.

Phone PL 3-3914

7L111:74,1 7-2t"r181%,
Al%

tit
With A New 133throom
Want to add an extra bathroom.... or modernize your present one ... or do both? If how
to finance the project is your problem. we ha-ve
the solution!

Improvement Loans provide

cash promptly

for modernizing, repairs, etc.

Refm
• anana

present mortgage can often pro
vide necessary funds for major projects.

BANK of MURRAY
MEMBER

F.D.I.C.

this certificate •
CE.RTIFICATE
WIRING
ATE
ADEQC
home located at
This ctrriors that the

Schedule

Awl 1,-Atb,
MORE SPACE VEHICLES more space capstiies like this
mockup have been ordered
from McDonnell Aircraft in
St. Louis by NASA, it was
announced. Atop s. small
escape rockets to enable the
astronaut to get away If the
launching goes sour.

Sat.:rday,'December 5
MSC Sports Arena
Murray V. S
Menday. Iles ember 7'
•
MS
• • a
Nednistlas
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TERMITES

IMPROVE YOUR HOME
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SAM KELLFY

Telephone PL 3-2621
HOMF -()WNED LOAN CO.'
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BILBREYS

HYSTERICAL, Mrs. Betty Lou
7, Moore, 29. is led from courthotflte In liarrisonville, Mn,
after airaignment on -afirst
degree murder charge in the
killing of her husband and
their two children. Assisting.
1,or

r;f9 Toi.

F••••••i'en

TILLS Of KILLINGS — Mr!.
petty laou Al:.rrot (tippet sppeared at the Grand Island,
Neb.. police station and Mal
police she had killed her husband 110WeT) Charles, 25,
and their two chillre n,
Alenty, 5, and David, 3.
•

a

•

•

And it .means a bet ar home investment. Rescro
value is higher when your home's whiny is
certified as adequate.

a wiring layout and

• Full fideli4k, up•front sound

5E71711.2.V HIV NV

tio cost

to you, we'll prepare

'

• Blight. sharp, cr;,stal-c:ear picture

1

Adequate

Wiring. At

rt. Cr

• P.a.:•,ior e(.1,cd circuitry

It means that your home is ready for modern electrical
living ... that your electric appliances operate efficient
and economically ... that you can add new uses of
electricity without the extra expense of rewiring.

Arrange with us for

advance-design featur-.:3:
.1

SSTS

This Adequate Wiring certificate is your proof positive of
electrical excellence. It is awarded only when the wiring
in iour home meets rigid wiring standards.

BEFORE YOU
OR REMODEL

• V vs- er7al

WSJ% 101 In TS

In the bank

Ill

t

-PIM=

".•

help you qualify for
this valuable certificate.

•,011117,111 'For more information, call us, or any experinced
electrical contractor.
iltic-

r

RATS

The Destructive Termite
FREE INSPECTION

The Aero Club of AmerIca issued the lust pilot's license on
June 8, 1911

'Main St

Phone PL 3-1916

—

Eradizete

There were 22,157.000 dairy cows
on Amer:ca's one and a hall mil-1
lion daay farina during 1958. Total
milk production was more than 1-26
billion pounds — more than 60
billion quarts.

'm MURRAY LOAN CO.

,

482
ra.,p 10

The weight of the averase hear;ng aid today is eigh-tenths of an
ounce, a reduction of 87 per cent
in the last 10 years. according to
the Hearng Aid Industry Conference.

Cool Northwestern Louisiana State Drops
Hurray 88-86 Giving Murray 1-1 Record

Sport's Page

DECEMBER 4, 1959
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Murray Electric System
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Indian language, "Kan"People of the South

Privemot

LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY

ORDINANCE NUMBER 343, BE- and become a part thereof. to-wit:
ING AN ORDINANCE DECLARBeginning at a point on the
ING THE NEED, NECESSITY, existing Southerly city limes of
DESIRABILITY, AND INTENTION
the City of Murray, said:beginOF THE CITY OF MURRAY, ning point being North 85 DeKENTUCKY, TO ANNEX CERTgrees 05 Minutes East and 234.5
AIN CONTIGUOUS TERRITORY
feet from the centerline of Ken'fee
HE CITY OF MURRAY, tucky Highway No. 121 where
}M'e" UCKY; AND ACCURATELY
the existing Southerly city limits
DEkeNING THE BOUNDARIES line crosses the said centerline;
OF THE TERRITORY WHICH
thence South 6 Decrees 20 MinCITY OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY, utes West and parallel with the
PROPOSES TO ANNEX.
centerline of Kentucky Highway
BE IT ORDAINED BY THE COMNo. 121 and being 230 feet EastMON COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF
erly from the said centerline
MURRAY, KENTUCKY, AS FOL- for a distance of 149.8 feet to a
LOWS:
point; thence continuing 230 feet
SECTION I. That It Is needful, from, and parallel with. Kennecessary. and desirable that the
tucky fle.hway No. 121 South
fallowing described lands lying ad- 3 Degrees 55 Minutes West for
Arent and contiguous to the presa distance of 1955.2 feet to a
ent boundary limits of the City
stone; thence South 85 Degrees
of Murray. Kentucky, be annexed
30 Minutes V, eat for a distance
to said City of Murray, Kentucky, of 7410.0 feet to a stone; thence

estructive Termite
E INSPECTION

ERMITES

lased & Insured -

1'

AM KELLFY

one PL 3-3914

t HOME

17.11PRIII
eiftlig

PAGE TREES

North 3 Degrees 45 Minutes West
Clinten, Term., and Muscle Shoals,
for a distance of 4045.7 feet to a
Ala., has started, TVA repented
point in the centerline of an
today. According to William G.
unnamed E.treet, said line passes
TVA said today that a new I mine the quality of a tree and Grieve, supervisor of nurseelvs,
through a stone located 20 feet
series of sawmill censfercrrees has then hew to realize Duel potential lifting well eentinne through the
South of the centerline of the
started in the Tennoseee Val'ey qua'ety :n the lumber they saw winter and be completed early
street; thence South 86 Degrees
next spring. An estimated 68 milthat c-1111 mean an extra $10 for from each tree.
30 Minutes West for a distance
"As 'brought out in the con- lien seedlings will be produced
:sawmill operators san each sbeusof 848.8 feet to a stone, said
Of this year's crop, 50 million
I and beard feet of hardwood lum- ference." he said, "the place ti,
Stone being located on a line it
ber they produce. Based on pres- start lumber quality centre is well go to the U. S. Fcrest Service
extended from the Easterly propBank planting. They are
ent pr dticti.on of hadwOod lum- the selection of trees to cut. Smell for
erty line of Ncrth Eighteenth
ber in Valley eenntles this eeuld trees are generally of low grade produced under contract for tee
Street to the above-snentionea mean an estimated $2,500,000 in because ef knots and other `de- i t:. S. Forest Service and TVA
stone; thence North 2 Degrees
increased hardwood lumber val- fects. And quite often the costs IS reimbursed for production costs.
30 Minutes West for a distance
of ecnverting such treed into It:luring the past three years TVA
ues.
of 476.5 feet to c stone on the
According to Richard Kilbour- lumber am -oft to more than the nureefies have produced 91 milSoutherly right-of-way line ol ne, Dirrecter of TVA's Division of resulting lumber is worth.
9eedeings for the Sail Bank
Kentucky Hiihwey No. 94 and Foretry Relafens, there
"Similarly, the study showed Pregram.
will be
also the existing Southerly city about 20 conferences during the that quality control in felling
Other destreeution this year
limits hne of the Oity of Murcurrent fiscal year sees.nsered by trees and cutting them into logs will include 7,400.000 seedlings
ray, Kentucky. (All of the dist- TVA arid the
restry agnecies can increase the value of the to the A'abarna Division of Fixances and directions herein giv- of the "even Valley states.
Ion-ober by abut $2.50 per thous- estry, 7,778,000 to the Tennessee
en are as shown by survey as
In a recent study ef reels saw- and board feet. At the sawmills. Division of Foreetry, 9E,,p,ipoo to
prepared by Elmer Y,Hollis, Reg- ing oak lumber, "Quality Cen- sawyers caw add another $.25,
Trelearwieistered Civil Engineer, Paducan, tro] in Circular Sawmill Opera- trimmers and edgers another $1.Kentucky.)
tors," TVA foresters W. W. King 55.
SECTION II. That it it the in ind B. C. Cobb fennel that lack
"Since 1950, when TVA began
Lepton of City of Murray, Ken. of qualety enntrol an logging and holding sawmill ccnteree.ces, the
tucky, to annex to City of Murray !trilling es cutting into sawmill objective 'has been to improve
Kentucky. so as to become a part profits unnecessarily. Their an- the forest resource and the qualthereof, the territory described in alysis indicates that leggng and ity of forest products. We're conSECTION I hereof.
milling nraetices in general rise vinced that sawmill operators
PASSED ON THE FIRST READ- fall shcel of getting cut of a tree can aceinirplish these two objecING ON THE 6TH DAY OF NO- all the potential quality that's tives and actually make mere
in it. Their pelbeished study con- meney while deing ite'e
VEMBER, 1959.
Ile said that abmit 90 conferPASSED ON THE S EC ON LI cludes that lack of irsfernmation
READING ON THE 20TH DA1 about tree, lag, and lumber grades ences have been held so far and
that attendance 'has exceeded 4.pnmar,ly responsible.
OF NOVEMBER, 1959.
'Mr. Kilbourne said that the 800.
/s/ HOLMES ELLLS
purpcse of the new series of
Mayor of City ot
Lifting and shipping tree seedsawn-nil conference's is to show
Murray. Kentucky
sawmill operators how to deter- lings from :ts forest nurseries at
ATTEST:
/s/ STANFORD ANDRUS
City Clerk
D8C

Weekly TVA Newsletter --A
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DOUBLE FEATURE
act Frw.catmak Nibs L/1712
Prlinaralif ANFirraThit'
14)

ft

(r.
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ALSO

Eddie
LIZ IS BETTER
Fisher %Ili:is past nuriie Ruth
Wulf as he enters; the Harkness pavilion of the Columbia-Presbyterian Medical cmter in New Yorkto visit his
wife, actress Elizebeth T:.ylor._ stricken with doitble
pneumonia. Miss Taylor la
reported in good condition.
_
S.4111•
1=1- 2:414'9Wirc...43: AtIS1L9

*

IRON-HOOKED
FURY!

ii

STARTS SUNDAY!
'GLENN.FORD • DEBBIE REYNOLDS
•

RTED WITH A KISS"
ME!!/2/ I/Era
-

• -

01' 1 -,4305S3MgiZan"'

"I" i

Zia AFS Agana

Almost half of all privately owned homes in the U. S. have no
moitgage debt outstanding, according to the National Industrial
Conference Board.

or mod-

The United States has been cli-1
vided inbo 250,000 districts for the
1960 census. They range in size
from a single apartment building
to hundreds of square miles. eccording to the Natiinal Geceraphic ,
zinc.

cash promptly
SKYSCRAPER-A 70-foot Norway spruce, gift from Podunk,
Mass , Is raised in New York's Rockefeller Plaza. The tree
is 80 years old, has a 40-foot branch spread, Ve-foot die
ameter trunk. Now the trimmings, via aix-story scaffolding.

can often pro.
projects.

RRAY
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CDR ROTOR

like radar to pull in !litteJ
pictures on your set!
ROTATES AUTOMATICALLY
to track down the best
possible picture on every
channel.

•

e

NI WONDER YOU NAVE TV `IMRE with weak oi snowy picture and
"ghosts" n so many channels! Like most people, you're probably in a location where TV signals come from many directions
-not just the one your antenna was set up to face.

REM, WHAT ACTUAL USERS SAY!
e- of tOonooluils tot CDR Rotor.
r•
IN
TV reception
,
areas just litc• worm

WHIT TO DO 11111011T ITT Make your antenna work 1 or 4 times more
-1ently and bring in the best possible picture from any
direction. What you need is the TV marvel that causes your
antenna to Circle and Detect like Ruler - the CDR ROTOR.
EASY AS ONE•TWO-TINIMEI Here's all you do to pull in clearer,
sharper, stronger pictures:

"MORE STATIONS, SETTER *mums. We have
lots of company from, far and near, and
they all say we get more stations and
bane a better picture than they do. The
cm( aoroa ran not be beat.Sh. C J. .111.-Ca.x.. Anfilionto. Kamm.
"STATIONS WE MYER DREAMED Of SITTING come
in clean and-Clear. We ne‘er received real
pleasure out of TV till we got the new
CDR Preto.,"
Gm., II,tam.. III.
"SURROUNDED ST MISM 111113.111114S. Even
though my antenna is a very good one, 1
couldn't get a true, sharp image, Since
installing a CDR ROTOR, my pictures are
clearer, sharper, steadier. My set behMes
Ike • brand new one, even though the
nearest TV station is over 45 miles away."
Moss. Fl.tot. Mich.

& Lift your finger front the Selector arid your antenna automatically locks in position.
Simple, isn't it? So why settle for half-way TV? Pull in all
the channels your set s equipped to r''iv,' with a ohrifty
CDR ROTOR.

NOW' Start getting
perfect TV pictures
with a

e of

Itt,ut

Large assortment of materials to make your
own arrangements.

SUSPENS1011

straight at
-ending
tower of the channel
you want.

re se

t. Rotor at ths boar of your roof..nntenna turns it in a centplel• circle till you are the picture clearer than err tefore.

41 1

CHAMP ABERDEEN-J. C. McLean of Quincy, Ill., shows his
champion Aberdeen-Angus, "Dor-Mac's Baroliermere 150,"
at the tioth annual International Livestock show in Chicago.
It's McLean's fourth such win in four years. With him are
(from left) the Wilbur Mays, Reno, Nev., and Mrs. McLean.

pi AIMS YOUR ANTEWNA

r- e• c

1. Turn handy Skyssecep Direction Selector on CDR's beautiful little Control Cabinet.
ii

CENTERPIECES
MANTEL ARRANGEMENTS
DOOR HANGERS
CANDLES
TREE DECORATIONS
*

wni marvel scans the skies
•

fiOtt
4\
*
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,
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P
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FIFE

$4995

use 1111.1 in

poToR
Ocits AND DETECTS LIKE

BRAND NEW
25% more filing capacity. The las.
folders are as accessible as the e i •
Smooth gliding drawer!. •-ei
compressors and guide
'•gougesleel,oeveg.cer .
.eColeen

POINSETTIAS
1.25 - 2.50 - 3.50 - 4.50
CHRYSANTHEMUM PLANTS -- BEGONIAS
CHRISTMAS BEGONIAS - AZALEAS

FOUR DRAvJER LETTER 5115
I I'.' wide, 52." high,
$49.95
,1" deep
No. 204

Large assortment to choose from in our greenhouses.

LI
t SITE 17'.."wide,h4o.5:• $59-95
1.1.03913 err: lets for ee drmiars

-*-

_TWO IrtAWER LETTER :',"ZE
141R" wide, 30e2" high, 24" deep, No. 202

$97-50

LEGAL SIZE 17e," wide
No 502 $4230
Lech that evtomat,colly locks cill dro•otes 54.25 tenet,
THREE DRA5fER LETTER SIZE .........
FII
WER LETTER SIZE .. -

We invite you to come and just look around. Our
greenhouses are filled with cutflowers, blooming
plants and foliage plants.

2e: $47.95
No 205 69.00

SOAR

OFFICE SUPPLY DEPARTMENT
OF THE

WARD-ELK INS

WARD AUTO SUPPLY

LEDGER & TIMES

MURRAY HOME & AUTO

PURDOM'S, INC.

GREENE 0. WILSON, Mgr.

!cal

Ced

Farmers and ether owners of
forest lands in Alabama, Tennessee, and Virginia will buy the
TVA seedlings through their state
agencies, and will pay tar them
at state rates.
Since 1934 the two nurseries

Bertioe M. Haskin has been
appointed Area Personnel Representative, Chattanooga Env:- yment Offioe,. TVA said today. He
has been with TVA since 1935,
and comes to his new positien
from the Division of Power Engineering and Construction whore
he served as Personnel Officer
in Chattanooga.

r-- HAYDEN

A recent survey by the National Industrial Crnferenet Board
stows that 58 per cent of all nonfarm families in the United States
own their own homes. compared
with 51 per cent 13 years age.

both? If how
)blem. we have

I is

have produced nearly 478 million
seedeings. The area reforested in
the Valley to date is 502,300 acres.

STOUR

India's wheee crop this year was
a record 362 million bushels, about'
15 per cent mo:e than last year.

throom

of

the Virgenia Division of Forestry, 1.106.000 to the U. S. Forest
Service fir planting on natienl
forests, and,120,000 to the U. S.
Fish and Wedeife Service. The
remainder will be planted cn
TVA lands.

A recent survey found that at
least one-third of the nation's
country clubs raised their Miss or ;
initiation fees durine the past
year.
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SHIRLEY FLORIST
500 N. 4th
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BELK SETTLE COMP.1111
WILL BE OPEN TONIGHT FOR YOUR SHOPPING CONVENIENCE
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Women
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Firearm Accidents To Reach
Annual Peak, Current Season

Ile

Society - - - Clubs - - - Features
4-)
CI W
•

(;race Wyatt Circle
Meets In Home Of
Mrs. Jack Belote

Ia

.1Irs. Clyde Jones
ilostess To llecting
Group One

•

NEW YORK, N. Y. — If past
experience is any guide, deaths
from firearm accidents will reach
their annual peak during the
current huntng season, it is reported by statistcsans.
About 2,400 persons were killed in sheeting accidents of all
kinds in 1958. Such accidents are
especially frequent during the
three-ersonth
period from 0eti her through December, with
the peak in November, when
hunting activities are at a maximum.
Nine tenths of the firearm accident vie-dins are males, the
statisticians point out. This reflects both their greater interest
iii guns and the fact that they
Portxjpate to a much greater exo
tet•ne
h trthant.;f
ae ‘
emelesain
.lies
hunting and
soctt.d
with
use.
the
of firearms. Adolescsnt
boyb are more frequently the
%whirls than are members of any
other age groups. In fact, youths
at ages 15-19 years, while coo:-

Social Calendar

Mos Clyde Juries was hoeteas
as week to a meeting of Group
One of the First Christian Church
in her home at 2:30 p.m.
The meeting was opened woo.
the CWF prayet and a song B. o
The Tie Th.t ands".
Mrs_ Rupert Par4. president.
oresaied Plans were made for trse
Chrstrnas offering and shut-ins
Mrs. Parks gave the dev.:. nsl
n the Christmas Stary Mrs. C:,.1preseed the "Red
S•.ockir.g" as the program.
Mrs. Janes served a party plate
the 13 members and :sec,- guests
et the close of the meet:rig.
• •• •
The planet Venus comes with."
.5 trallion miles of ea Oa but man
'OM doesn't know bow fast
oates on its axis.
•••••

For Your Every

HEATING OIL
Needs, call

persing only three percent of the
total popultion of the United
States, account for about 16 percent of those fatally injured in
firearm accidents.
Deap.te the frequency of hunting accidents, nearly half 401 the
people killed in firearm accidents
are injured in and about the
home.
"There is clearly a need to
extend and strengthen eclucatian
in sale firearm practices," the
statistains conclude. "Whi.e it
is true that • many rthilions of
Americans handle and st. ire guns
pnupealy, the facts indicate that
there are still many individuals
who do not heed the necessary
Precautons. Many deaths foci
firearms
occur
because
such
weep, ns a:a carelessly p
:nrted at
a person, individuals s.ho. t lae,:ore
they are certain of their taiet,
safety. catches are not always
kept on until guns are ready to
be fired, loaded weapons are left
unattended, guns and arruntin:tion
are not kept in gtx.4:1 condition,
and rifles, shotguns, pistols, revolvers, and ammunition are not
stored out of the reach of children."

Saturday, December 5th
will be made fix admi.ssion to the
The Jumor High School members 0PYre•
Of the Calloway County Country
• • • •
Club will have .1 dance at the club
Friday, December llth
boogie from 7:30 - 10:30 p.m. This
The sesaind peaforrnance of Mandance is for seventh and eighth
grade club members. Each may Carlo Menotti's opera, "Arnahl and
bong a guest. Admission will be the Night Visitors," will be tonight
25c per person. Dress will be semi- at 8:30 in the student Union Buddformal and the party will be well irse at Murray State College. Ad
mission is free.
chaperoned.
• •• •
• • • •
The Woochnan Circle )1.1/Nor's will
Monday, December 14th
hold their regular meeting from
The Suburban H,,menueltees Club
10 until 11 o'clock in the American
will meet at 7:00 o'clock tonight
Lesson Hall. Final plans will be
In the home of Mrs. Paul Grogan
made for the Christmas party. AU
at 514 Whit..ell Avenue. Members
members should be present.
are requested to bring a 50s Christ• • • •
riles gift.
Sunday. December 6th
• • • •
The Women's Society of Murray
The
Business
Guild of the Chris. State College will have an open
tian Church will meet in the home
• house at the student. union for
of Mrs. C. S. Low:y at 7:30. Mrs.
: members and guests from 3:30 p.m.
George Hart is in char,e of -the
! until 5:30 pin.
program. Mrs. Norman Hale will
• •• •
give the devotion. Members are
Monday. December 7th
asked to bring their love gift of- i
The Lottte Moon Circle of the
fehng.
WMS. First Baptist Church vaill
• • ••
meet for a book study in the home
The Penny Homemakers Club
of Mrs. G. T. Lally at 7 p.m.
will meet at 10 am in the horne
• • • •
The American LegiOei Auxiliary of Mrs. J. B. Burkeeri,
• • • •
WALKS OUT AGAIN —Connie
and • American Legion will have
By JOY('E SCHULLER
o. the 45- year -old
their annual Christmas dinner parUnited Press International
Tuesday, December 15th
slayer of Forrest Tee), walks
Arai
ty at the Legion Hall at 6:30 p.m.
CliVAGO — tOTI) — How effiThe Women's Auxiliary of St
out of the Indiana VVomen's
• • • •
cent con you get" Now, there's a
J lan Episcopal Church will meet
TWO FIRES, 10 DEATHS—Only the basement is left in Merrill,
prison in Indianapolis just 24
The annual Christmas party of
machine to do the work of effiwhere fire killed Norman Laabs, 37, and four Laabs
at 10 a.m. In the church.
hours after going in for lack
the American Legion and the Legciency experts.
children. And In Bristol. R. I, firemen check smoldering
• • • •
of bond. Another bond was
Auxiliary
ion
will
at
be
the Legion
The device • was demonstrated reren ains of the '20-room Newberry mansion, where realtor
put up. She apologized for
The Christian Women's FellowHall.
cently at the 23rd annuals
Barnes Newberry, 39, and his four chi! lren pertslied. Mrs.
her angry outburst at Judge
'
Indusship of the First Christian Church
•
trial engineering and management
Newberry escaped by leaping out a window.
Thomas J. Faulconer. She
will meet at the social hall at 9:30
clinic by Dr. Me.le Schmid of
had said he "was doing his
a.m. for a program on "That God
Tuesdas. December 8th
Purdue University, who spent five
best" to keep her in prison.
The F.4e c.rc:e. of the Yost Is Love". Group Three is in charge
years developing it.
Bapust Church's WMU will meet of the program. The love gift ofAn electronic complex of wires,
at, the foglowing places: Circle One fering will be taken.
dials and beeps, it is designed to
• • • •
at 230 pan. in the Pions of Mrs.
let ,ine time-study man keep tabs
George Upchurch; Circle Two. 2!30
The DO7C.83 Sunday School class
on as many as 20 jobs simultanepm: with Mrs Ronald Churchili; of the Memorial Baptist Church
ously.
Circle Three. 2:30 p.m., with Mrs. will meet in the home of Mrs.
Schmid estrnated that the maDi. Si ma departrhect A the Grace McCia.re Circle Four, 2.30 Louis Slisrneyer. 1658 Ryan Avechine. called an "antrunh ranMurr.y Woman's club hos given pan. with Mrl. H. C. Chiles; Circle nue. at 7 ram. for the Christmas
dom signs! atidiecaater." could do
each n ember of the organization F:ve. 1 p.m. with Mrs. Berrace party.
its job at less than 10 per cent ut
• • • •
• c.303- ,of the booklet "School Farts I WLiehrt
'
the cs.st of conventional methods.
Every Kentuckian Should Know"!
He Aid it could also complete a
Friday, December 18th
•h,nnection aith its "Better •
tame-study job in less than a
Wednesday. December 91k
The New Conco:d Homemakers
Scho.ls Program" for this year.
.qaa.ter of the time such a rudy
The '0.-esaysn Crcle of the First Club will meet in the home of
Pa:oca.atinis_orothe program are
usually takes. Finally, he said the
Mealsodlet Church—a-al meet at T Mrs. e.
Weattirrfu
at
rd
l0-30
Nlevis Retina Senter. Alpha departmachine's report could be compm. in the social nail of the chur- am.
ment. Mrs. Wilbur Wayman, Ceepleted w.thin 48 hours after a
ch Each member is asked to bring
iitive Arts; Mrs. Harry Sparks,
time-study, as compared to the
a white elephant gift.
Delta: Mrs. Max Churetn.U. GarWANTS
HAND
Mike
NEW
—
• • • •
one t? six weeks a time-study rrain
den: Mrs. Bill Thurman. Home;
Flaugher, 6, born without a
needs.
Mrs. H. W Wilsoti. Music: Mrs.
hand,
left
talked
has
of
hitt*
'Thursday. Deeember
Despite the apparent alvaritagee
J
Na ny Sigma: and M.Dan
else
but
artificial
an
one
A J.nt meetris of toe Jessie
of the machine. Sohnud vo.cod
since
starting
liut_saia. Zeta
school
to
in
Houstm Service Club and the Mtndoubt that it would immediately
September in Alexandria.
r..y Grove 130 af the Supreme
revolutionize efficiency studies or
Mr. and Airs. Malcolm Sublett
Va.
Mike
hopes
to
get
an
The Grand Circiot
e.rice the F
Whdrnan Circe will be
This single policy costs less than four separate home
Denver. Colorado, are the parput the experts out of work.
artificial
Christmas
hand
for
,
Mai • League of Harness Rocpolicies, yet gives grecter protection ... insures home and
ld et the Murray Woman's Club ents of twin sons weighing six
Schmid said hie Machine was
parents
can't
but
afford
one.
.sg.
was fetiocied .n 1873, v.:4h "lease at 6 30 pan. for a Christmas pounds
private structures against fire and other perils ... insures
most su.table for jobs that take a
and eight ounces and seven
- hicks in Chas, and Buffalo, N. Y., dir.,ser arid Pragrare. fallowing. Each
household goads and personal property on and off premises
txrunds and eight ounces, b n
Ion. time and wtsch, in the' past.
... covers liability claims by others for damages for
C.evel.nd. Ohio. and Spr.rofeld. member is asked to bras, a dollar
December 1st at Denver. X s.
were rarely the object of time
which you are legally liable ... provides theft insuranc
Meas.
g.ft far exchange. Dinner reae'.va- lea is the former Janice Weathere
rtuches. The machine was initially
on contents of your home and personal property at home
p. ns should be called in to Mrs. ly. Her mother. Mrs Lurile Weathtested in an asplene company's
away.
or
And—the
State
Farm
Ilomewan
crs
Policy
costa
Katie Overcast or Mrs. Genora erly is currently viaitintgi in the
aero-apace division, and Schmid
less than many other homeowners policies! Of course,
Hamlett,
Sublett home.
called it a natural for stiidYing
complete and exact protection is det,cribed only in
• • • •
55.5
The general meeting of the Hazel the compl.cated procedures of airthe policy. Ask about it today.
"Arnahl and the Night Visitors"
Mr. and Mrs_ Don Burtan of Motnod.st WSC'S was held Wed- frame and missile poduction.
will be presented in the ballroom Auburn. Alsbama spent the Thank- nesday evening at 7 p.m. at the
Although Schmid aster ed the
4 the Student L'r.7.m Betiding at sgiving holidays with their par- church with the Lynn Grove WS(..M. efficiency exports their jobs were
8:30 tonight by the Music Lie ents. Mr. and Mrs. Duane Buxton, as guest.
still safe, he added that it was
partenen•
se. No charge and Mrs. Sadie Shuernaker.
theoretically possible to adapt his
502 Maple Street
Mrs. Rex Huta president, prePL,za 3.3245
macho* to the study of any job.
sided_ Mrs. Ann Cchran opened
The cilia me gito It. machine is
STATE FARM FIRE AND CASUALTY COMPANY
the meeting wh.h prayer. The de-.
expected to be on the market next
Home Office: Bloomington,
votional was oiven by Mrs. John
April at a coot sf about 51.500.
McCullough on "The Mountains '
Expectancy".
1111411111111/119$311‘1111031r-E12141:03
Ma
MA 31161 gra/C XXI
7-' '
Mrs. Robert Taylsr. program !
7
•* If
charman, int oduced Mrs. • Olga
Freeman who presented nativity
scenes from other courities and
told how the Mexicans celebrate
Christmas.
For as little as
Mrs_ W. S. Jones told the story
of "A Tree'' by Mrs. J. P. Houser.
Christmas music was played
thoughout the prograin by Mrs.
D. C. Clanton 4 the organ. Mrs.
A WEEK
Dennis Knott closed the program
with prayer.
During the surial hour refreahments of fruit cake, nuts, and coffee were served in the dining room
to 37 members and ••:_tieste who
were seated at a long table. The
table was overlaid voth a white
BLESSING RALLY—Cuban Premier Fidel
Castro (seated right)
talks yeah Father Sardines at
eith centered with burning red
a mass Roman Catholic rally
in Havana, one of several to
candles surrounded -by Chr.s:rr.-..4
Inaugurate a National Catholic
• Congress. Pope John XXIII
holy. Other Christmas deeiaat.ons
sent his blessing. Seated with
Castro ifrom right) are Army Cloef
were used in the dining rocnt.
of Staff Juan Almeida,
President Osvaldo CorUcos and Mrs.
Hostesses were Mrs. Keatt and
Corticos.
.lstrs. Hike.
8 kropo4dtful mode!, In west o.
=44
--/
yellow — 17 jotolds — From only

The Grace Wyatt C.rcle of the
College Presbyterian Church met
in the home of Mrs. Jack Belote
•
Wednesday, December 2, at 9:30
741
m.
NI
hes Warren Sucoe esnducted the
• business
meeting. M. Guy Battle
•
o
gave a summers at the &tile study
entitled "The spirit speaks
f.
te the Church". She colicluded by
questions and leading a dish
cussion on several points from the
....st chapter. "A man's foes aoll
be those of hes own household-.
a
Coffee and d iughnuts were served by the hostess to Mrs. Wa.-ren
ttueoe. hIrs. Guy Battle. Mrs. Wit...m LPearnuin. Mrs. B:'.1 Warren,
Mrs. Mill Pusue. Mrs. Ken Miller,
7Ins. Jerrold Garrett, Mrs. Fred
'taker and Mrs. Alfred Lindsey.
•• • •

•

•

Efficiency Expert
Can't Do It All

Read The Ledger's Classifieds

Educational Book
Given To Sigmas In,
Project Connection I

State Farm

•

KENTUCKY LAKE
OIL CO.
New CoricArci Road
Phone PL 3-1323

HOMEOWNERS
POLICYgives more home

PERS(INALS

protection, SAVES $

Lynn Grove It'SCS
Is Guest Of Ilazel
Society This Week

GENE CATHEY

_

1

SPECIAL

give her this beautiful new

• BULOVA

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

1,957 Plymouth
•
$695

°tidos of finie

1,3975
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GODDESS OF TIME "I"
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WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD!
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Here's aw,rel:rfut
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M0
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Come in andrate that Butovo

chffertriCai
9

ZiGGES WHENIT SHOULD'VE ZAGGED - The jet-p
owered Tempo *leo* lies agrolind at Pyramid lake in Nooarlo, where it lion•ro•1 rout of
Minim! in PI Iron, test preparatory to a try
at
rid re, wet It del -better thati,260
" PAO "P114,1" loes

PL 3-4913

• ratcli rake .. an
Irtalrfa'
act:sate
lisreplecti riot:110y
rotated ...a slow tag bracelet
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ar.' accuracy at a
pre only
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P ACP VIVI,

Cannot Paint One
Side Of House

Surgery Has Become Safer
In The Last Twenty Years
•

•

AN ESTABLISH,ED MERL-.11A.Ndist bukness in Hazel, Ky. Will
sell buikling, stock and fixtures
D HOUSE ON LoT NEXT or lease building and fixtures. If
, to Hatcher Auto Sales, Want interested see Bob Cook in Hazel.
D5C
use moved off lot. See or call
ubrey Hatcher,
1.15C
STORE FIXTURES, CONSISTING
CallowayiHot ceiling fans, sewing machines,
ONUMENTS. SEE AT
hument Company. W. Main St. condition. Call PL 3-5595. Contact
,tr College. Mester Orr,
TFC L. D. Mille:.
DlOP

41--CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

•
*'•-•

0

111"4"•-.1s

•

1111"&"44.
-rwa 29ntre-w.:'

iment Is left in Merrill,
is, 37, and four Lambs
;nen check smoldering
kinsion, where realtor
hilaren perished. Mrs.
out a window.

3

Classifieds *

SINGER SEWING MACHINES,
new machines, $59.50 up. Used
electric machines $19.50 up. Treadle
machines $7.50 up. Two used vacuum cleaners $10.00 each. New
vacuum cleaners ;49.30. Contact
Bill Adams, Phone PL 3-5323 or
PL 3-1757. 103 North 5th. Next
dour to People's Bank, Murray.
TFC

FOR SALF.

37. tt...pltal
at lends''ii

et •
AB, Omen
111111IlIcktIAMA
42- Makes lace
ers
44.W
43-Short sleep
47 - Knocks
411 Moreasins
SO- Island off
Ireland
32mammal@
64- Note of scale
Sa•Reeent
57-Unruly
assembly
69-Note of ',sale
Si -Ileyerase
-tit hem.f,*
'Vi- Hastened
l - fl. III
VI-Insects
113-C•elle

*er is
Italy
11-Alti,le: mks
ni rit ten
11- Foot lever
10-Conjutictlun
11-1'refis down
I7-A state

LIODOR
LIWO
alv MEW ElOOLItRA
ti 4LAIIMPI DOM
SUMWEBP
"
MUM MU
UDWEJ
OD DOW UULLSOT
QilFADEIN Dow
@DEA 511112JUMICI
UlUt WU= DOW
MQ011 WUDOR US
ON2QUO UMUMUM
Dm= 00 illi

19-111)siciata
Whirr.)
21 - Aroma
23-Juncture
2L- I %trades of
automobiles
26- Remains
erect
27-Fruit
23-Formerly
30- Belabor
23 Tidy
- Walk
115-11erce
40-South
African
Dutch
43- Thibly
scattered

I

3 at

-2

12

I6-Jury list
45-Bolls on eye.
LI -Compass
point
-Conjun ction
56- Spider's
handiwork

t:•..'la

7

6

3

.:•:.79

17

ao.,111
19
.
,

22
21 '
,

23 '
"24
'.:,:,;

16

15
70

53- Definite
article
60- l'Oein
d lava
62-Chin.se 111114
64-French
article
66-Prefix: not
10

11

a:4a,a• • le

l't(713

I
......'?:"..:
25 26

i.

27

t.::.*29
28 .

C.....

10
.

.. 39
tT

C.-/.. 42

45

.
46 '
31

SO
55

DOWN
1-TImId
2.kweial
3-Near
4.11terrireM
6.Showy
6- Kind of

Answer to V eeeeeday's Puzzle

7-

1-1.marret
5- Snakes
3-Seed
container
uS 1 ietest
13- Meru Ish
It-Before
15-Period of
time tabhr )
16-One opposed
Total
Preiv anion
Laira
24-Male sheep
tni
27• Wait for
29- Musb•al
instrument
31- Part el of
land
32-Fruit of oak
34- Sa Bore
coil,mil
to- Syntisil for

61

44

'.•.

eil ,a;•;49

47

'5.-5..%-.-./ii

5

.•
'6

r"\.
!,13 ,.. •:. 59

• .-57
..
•.

64

65

e7•'.•
l'-...:
60

1-istr. L.') United Fe tare Synda.ite,Inc.

NOTICE
DEAD STOCK REMOVED FREE.
Prompt service. Trucks dispatched
by two-way radio. Call collect
Mayreld CHerrybill 7-5331. It no
Answer call collect Union City, Ten.
nessee, phone TUrnet 5-111141. ..TFC
DRAGLTNE WORK. WORK ON
hike or farm property Farm ponds,
ditches, dredging. Raymond Ball,
Paris, Tennessee, phone 2045. D4P
PIANOS: LARGE SELECTION
new Kimball pianos, life time guarantee. $475.00 up. Large selection
aaed re-conditioned pianos, $59.00
op. Turn Lonanuaa phone 2129, Paris, Tennessee,
D5C

MONUMENTS-Murray Marble &
percent
between
1916-38 and
Granite Wo.ks, builders of fine
1948-52 in the surgical mortality
memorials for over half century.
tor one type of operation fir gall
Porter White, Manager. Phone PL
-bladder disease. Marked declines
3-2512.
J5C
were also repacked for certain

types of thyroid and of penforatpeptic ulcer operations.
Advances in cardiovascular
surgery have brought great beneHAVE A CAR? WE CAN USE fits to many patients. Surgery
you if you are over 21 and under tsar car:ect:on of some congenital
80 years of age, neat in appearance rheumatic or arteriosclerotic heart
SOME LUMP COAL. HAVE more and enen.etic. Average earnings defects is being dent an
an intetan I need. Dial PL 3-4923. DIP $200 per hour arid up. Full or part: creieing scale with dim:dishing
at
-a...
time with no day-offs. Contact risk tor the patients.
Eulice Moubray after 6 p.m. for
FOR RENT
Ace raing to the United States
appointment. Phone PL 3-1291.
Pub::c Health service, well over
- DI1C 10,009,000 surgical operatiens are
2 BEDROOM HOUSE FRAILER
pert. rmed in this country each
for couple. See at 1101 Popish: St.
•
D4P MEN-WOMEN $20 DAILY. SELL year, and no less than three fifths
Phone PL 3-1778,
Lurrnous n a mep 1 a t es. Write of all I..atients in short-stay hosReeves Co., Attleboro, Mass. D1OP pitals rece.ve surgtoal treatment.
WANTELP
"Many aged have added t their active years., have gained
CARD
OF
THANKS
WH9
WANT
11 BOYS AGE 10-12
comt P. and have had their life
to tram for Ledger & Tunes carWe wish to express our heart- time prolonged- by modern stirper routes. Mast be honest, cour- felt thanks to everyone who, by
teous and dependable. See Janie'
TF
Harmon, I.edger & Times.
- EHARE CROPPER COWS to milk,
taboaco crop 8 miles uut on Cadiz
Road. Cherry Farm, phone PLaza
ITP
3-3426.
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NICE DRIVE-IN BARBEQUE place
located three and one-half mules
south of Murray on the Hazel
Highway. Very nice fixtures. All
in excellent condition. Larne custom barbeque pit. Can be leased
for too years at $50.00 per month.
II-rimed/ate possession. Owner selling doe to illness. Will sell at a
baigain.
NICE HOUSE AND TWO ACRES
of land at Lynn Grove. Paved
street. Nice barn and other outbuildings. Good orohard. $3.500 full
pr.ce.
74 ACRE FARM ON BLACK TOP
road near Han. s Grove. Excellent
fences, extra good well of water
piped to back of farm. Three acre
tobacco bane. No better land in
County. Made up to 75 bushels of
coin per acre this year. ROBERTS
REALTY COMPANY, pnone PL
3-10.51.

BUFFALO. N. Y. - (uP) - John
Sciera recently put up a sign in
Surgery 'gery," the statisticians conclude. front of his home announcing:
N'EW YORK, N Y
has become much safer in the I -They have -benefited not only "Woman next door will not let LLS
last 20 years, it is reported by I by advances in surgery for car- paint side of house." ,
statisticians,
diac conditions and for mal:gIt was the latest development
*ports by a number of hos- 'nances, but also by elective stirin a feud that began in the early
pitals and medical centers thro- !gory to restore vision, to be rid 1910's when Alexander Chilinska
ughout the country contain many of painful g•allstenes, and to have and his wife complained that Set.
examples of the declining risk 'ruptures repa.red. Such prcgress era's new backyard fence and the
in surgery. In one large hospital takes on added significance in eaves of his houae °vertu-wed their
in Boston, covering an experi- view of the incrcaeng numbers property.
ence of more than 100.000 pro- and pre-portion of aged in the ,
.
cedures, surgical mortality drop- population."
Sciera argued on the other hand.
ped 43 percent beeween 1925- "The retond for surgery Vela:: that part of the Chilinski Orade
34 and 1945-54. Actually, this epitom:zes the accomplishrnenis and concrete driveway was on his
record understates the extent of af a highly Skilled te:m of m:c1:- property. His contention was up- ,
the progress because many old cal and allied personnel. They held by a comt in 1945 and Sciera
and pour-risk patients who would work with newly devised equip- made the Chilins:kis rip out the
not have been accepted for sur- ment, new drugs, and with a driveway - leaving them without
gery in earlier years have been hosettal organization that plans access to their ,garage.
operated on in recent years.
for srnoeth and efficient funcThis year, when Sciera decided
Striking reductions in the mor.1 tioning. All facets of these effo:ts to have his haus painted, the
takty associated with a number are under constant study and tile place the foot of his ladder on the:
of specifc eperations have been future will undeulatedly see far- Chilinski property. Mrs. Chilinska
reported in various studies. For ther reductions in the hzzards
widow, would have 'none
now
example, In one St. Louis h us- surgery."
af it
pital there was a decline of- 88
- -
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HELP WANTED

I

KAYOED FOR TWO YEARS-

Fiankie Crosier, handcuff:4
leaves Criminal Courts titleding in New York after bairg

-

sentenced to two years in
prison as a boxing racketeer.
Carta) plead ea guilty to
undercover matchmaking,
conspiracy and iindereover
managing of I •aaa

'PRESCRIPTION S:77,CIALISTS"

.SCOTT DRUG CO.

ed

Phone PLaza 3-2547

Corner at 4th & Main
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MONEY MAIM - Wall street
lawyer Franklin B. Lincoln
iabovel has berisi nominated
by President Eisenhower to
ride herd on the Defense department spending program
as comptroller. He will be
an assistant secretary.

OPEN

5:45

STARTS

*

6:30

NOW OPEN FRI. - SAT. - SUN. - MON.

2 ACTION PACKED HITS!! *

any act of kindness showed sympathy and love to us during the illness. death and burial of Noah
Mills.
The kind assistance of neighbors,
friends -- the Murray Rest Hoar
Staff - the Murray Hospital Staff
shall always be remembered by
The family of Noah M.:11s.

FRIDAY
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/
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RC-BERT HARLAND
PIPPA SCOTT
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he D A is most concerned mat around ree -14ng an 'TIPS Ti"-.
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and I di'
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elites for the two o: tilt dung it. a.ererat ..e George,
when you Came back?"
--eng
Its as and Mats Hadley.
• .
is
.1 I ,.an nardn be "Satre vte know quite definitely Connie nad given me not only a
re- !hat &today was Killed at three- °meaning space out my cue She
!',.- hire. a
I
t tY• too difficult was saying to me Don't worrA
,A I'm- ar oirry It's all
I.. I've been such 1 moni:•i• *.o clear Vus tip. and once we've can call Miss raylor and get her
•
IncloAe
relict
:ult.
so,
that'll
put
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out
of
the
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vou
The
end
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t tit Iweiraf rave loaned ;
icture, won't it? And the I) A gratitude grew even more to VMS...
sv.• ar rt. It niare was anything,
•-an start getting interested In- For • moment she and Trant .at
con:it have done . ."
-Ala b -ihy. it's okay." vaiu cell, shall we say the parson iratici :oolong at each outer
Etazt.y?"
Then very caseally Trant rose.
Chuck. if•s arm was amend tier otteally
aneatility had roarer been went to the table and melte, on
His youne face under the cii.riped
yellow-gold nair was toticainen, sc silken Everything today was the purtile He stood studying at
protective. "Are you crazy try the D A. That was his new gala. with the same Oland smile
"You both worked on it. I see,trig to blame %'ourself' I was th, muck.
Hadley. • lie was say- ne said 'There's one in! of very
"Well.
Are who d.d it. waran 117 I was
ing. "shall we start with you' neat capitals- and mitotici lot
glRhe dumb lerk "
" Would you mind tellina me where that aren't so neat a
"But. Chuck It von knew
"Oh. the messy ones are mine,
"1 know all that matters. 1 SOLI We.t. 5it three-thirty on &mt'm afraid said Connie.
Snow i,u Se you. Trott waif I 4,ve• ail, afternoon?"
Trant dr ppea the paper hack
As always ins attach had cornwanted."
L 'cotenant Trsnt had been ti-em A direfa,on against which I an the desk "Welt Mrs Hadley,
We were Id say this makes it a lot pettier
ea toning them wan an indulgent was least protected
"yotith•yautha expression Al this fairly safe with Ala Connie could ream the D A a point ot .view
point he veld "1 guess Von tw,, alike the blanket etsiterneri: that Where can. I find Miss Taylor"
tha forme
Connie rave him Miss Taylor's
k•rts have crate a lot to say to ,ine and Ala had eeen
But what abotit adaresa He took it down.
eneh other. Wht ilon•I you go off 7111 afternoon
"By the any, Mrs Hadley, just
me"
for • while-and relax?"
I'd' left Lev., ra:-i.ot ;usl befor, alien did she leave''
ak Ma turned to him incredulous•
to
"When
was it 7" said Connie.
I'd
dnven
the
Brazilian
three.
'
Ply, "YOU don't want to--to ask
his trael
That had tai•en !genii "Do you tem.-at het. George?
anythiag?"
:ten minutes And aftet that! At Wasn't it around four•thirty?"
"Nat at tjte moment."
the crucial moment I'd been drivOnce again she was eivaig me
you, thank year "
think
Aka grabbed Chi ek's hand. To. irg at ran lom around New York my cue "Yea," I said. "1
'or they burned out of the trviag to make rip my mind it was around then"
:whether to go to Mashy or not. j Trent turned to me. "So you'd
room.
Perhaps
"Well," said Trant to Connie I Tht retiliaation was awkward,, been out, Mr. Hadley.
least. Bet before I'you'd ten me v.here you'd be-en?"
and me the moment the lloor nad to say the
and
in
Parker
any flounder. 1 toll him about Lew
closed behind them, "that's very could get started
broke the: Brazilian. Thanks to Connie,
plr asant, but I'm afraid it's only ing imVorovisation Cannes
it War. easy to say I'd come home
a beginning tor ire Chirek's been In.
-Why don't you inert .vith me 7:ght after the Brazilian. Tht.t put
trk a atoned! PA a allspeCt. nut that
in the hnuse by three• on't eliminate the murder, does Lieutenant? In my case and Ala's. me safely
It's really so terribly simple As it thirty at the latest.
it 7"
After I'd finished, Trent said,
Ills Voice co:tidal have been happens. we were an toe house all j
"Good." and then abruptly, 'May
More friendly. bet it, brougat its day We never left it
To my intense and patella re .1 use your phone to call headtat sided chill. Cere,..e.; face had
waiting for
gone wary. I stood welting tat lief, Trani turned away from me (planers?" Without
us to say Yes he went out Into
tht Mow. I kneat .Trant well to tier.
tew
minutes
Within
a
"The servants were hire, I sup- the halt
enatioh ttv thin to be cure There
he was back.
I iv otto.
pose Mrs. Hata. y ?''
via
"So," he said, sitting down
elattefate politeness he
-Why, no. Lleittenemt- They
With
again. "That does it, doesn't. it?
tve could sit never come in on Sundays.'
Baia, •ItC, VIM
couree,
"So it's 1..st iatiat we call a I'll talk to Miss Taylor. ot
Mrs Hadley?"
family alibi. I &tint-Want to alarm but this seems to take care of
I - tint, of criurse."
family. Under the cirti_a_waited until Connit..and I you, Mn, Hadley Fenn!), alibist the whole
eirmstances. I doubt whether I'll
were seated. then he chose the usually hold up with the D.A.
even nave to talk to Mitts Hadley.
satn• leather chair he had taken But I'm afraid they do carry a
Alibis were what the D.A. wanted.
supif
they're
weight
more,
little
e.
bc
and alibis are what we've got,
**Well Mrs Hadley, now we all ported by so:neeme from outside
aren't they, Mr. Hadley"
- know something about Don Baru the family."
Connie wail wearing her graI should have felt relief. Once
hy's past record. A man like
seetned to
Baxby will always be very mina cious. slightly patoonizing smile. again Lieutenant Trant
a
have Accepted the flimsiest evider prone. Any number of people "Bin Sunday afte:noon is such
hard- dence id our favor as It it were
at some time or other must have frontly time, Lieutenant We
And yet,
been very eager to get at him ly ever have anyone in. We Mat .overpoweringly strong.
read- :once again, inatead of relief came
*with a run. But as I tried to tell had lunch. Ala sat around
Miss a sensation gnawing like a rat,
Mr. liadley last night, the D.A. ing and . . well, there was
don't that ne had believed its no more
Isn't apt to he too interested In Taylor, of course. But I
atiprose She'll count becalm, she's that he had believed us no more
abstenct theories.
!Orb" time, that this v.thoie new pose
"He's it realist and a realist virtually one of the family
"And %flu) is Miss Taylor ?- was an act, an almost insultingly
with fixed Mesa. Last night, he
°twine. cernoliflage set up to
wai convinced from the evidence Trent said.
"She's the secretary of one of cover some hidden intention of
that Check was guilty, and sten
now, when Chuck's alibi has my committees But to all intents his own.
secretary
shown alp. he's still more Inter- and purpose-A. she's my i
hirI and
ested in the present than In any• too. I invited her to
- 9 looked at Connie; not, 1
."
lurid past. And the present, I'm after lunch
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We wIsti to extend our heartfelt thanks and appreciation for
the acts of kudness, messares of
sympathy, and beautiful floral offerings received from our many
Liends during our recent bereavement In the loss of our loved one,
Mrs. Mavis Taylor. We especially
*lank Br,,. Pau: Matthews and
singers, trie Ronald Churchill Funeral Home.
Moses E. Outland & Family.
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RETURNS TO THE SCENE-Soviet Premier Nilat t K1
waves his hat to virtually no cheers as be arietka in it
peat for the Hungarian Communiet party a first congaas
since the anti-Soviet revolt of 1956.
(Radiophoto/
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by Ernie Bushnulle.

OH, MISTER --WHAT TIME
IS IT ?

I HOPE I'AO
NOT LATE
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by Al Capp
NEVAH ()IT LOOSE
DON r OVEkliA.5r
FUM ME NEITHER,SOON'S AH A4-I'D MAKE A MIGHTY
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by Raeburn Van Buren

ABBIE an' SLATS

HERE SHE COMES,
LATE- REMEMBER,
AT.2 MUST FIND OUT

MORE ABOUT HER
ROSS

BOSS T. POSS, NEN ARE
WE GOING TO SIT DOWN

TOGETHER, AND TALK/ CAN'T STAND 3UST THESE
AWFUL- FRAGMENTS
OF YOU-

GALL ME 41- T11,
FOPGOTNN
OR MAYBE 1/74,
MY LAST NAME ALREAN_Jaaa.
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COME
TO
THIS
CHURCH
SUNDAY
Calloway Church Calendars
SERVICES
CHURCH
First Method's?
Maps- & 59h S•roets
Sunday School
9745 a m
Morning Worship
:0:50 a.rn
Everrrg Worshit
710 pm
Memorial Baptist
West Main Street
Sunday School .
9-40 amn
Morning WorshOo
10:700 a m
Even.rig Worship ...
7-30 pm

3

Fleet Baptist
South Fourth S'-ee•
Sunday School
n.30 a m
Morning Worship
t0:511 a rn
St. John's Episcoos,
Wes* M. r S•ree•
”oly Commo
'Is: & 3rd Sun)
or Morning Prayer .... 9:15 am.
Sunday School ......10:15 am.
,Grivo Plain Church of Oh risf
Doyle A. Karraker, Minister
Sunday Bible Class
10.00 a m
Morning Worship
.0.45'a.m
Evenine Worahio
7700 o.m
Wedresday Ribt, Cl -oo
7,00 tim
- 3n cm
Even:ng W,rah4 n
Ellin Baptist Church
Alma Heiehts
Robert S Herro a. Pastor
Sunday School
....10700
_11:00
Worship Service
6730
Troinin 7 UnioEvening Worship
7:30
St. Lao's Catholic Church
North 12th Street .
Sunday Mass 930 am & 11.00 am.
Piro Friday & Holy Days 6 pm.
Locos* Grove -.WIN Church
Ha-ed Lass.ter. Pastor
Sunday School
10-00 2 rn
Morning Worehin
11 -00 in
TraOoing Union
R:45 pm
7:45 PT',
Evenint WO'rel
.
„..-Tf.lry•sie 'Oft
6-nn nen
• Wee Pto;ye- Meet:ng
.7-00 r•
Poolar Boron* Baptist Church
Jack Joao* patio;
1(1-00 am.

315rn..rig
Evening Worship
Wed. Prayer Sento!

11:00
.aozioay School
10110 pm
'Chestnut Street Tabernacle
7:00 pm Morning worship
11:00 am
Chestnut & Cherry Streets
7:00 p.m rrain.ng Union
6:30 p.m, ' Sunday School
MOO a.m.
Wen. P-ater meettng 7:00 p.m. ,:Morning Worship ...
Lone Oak P.'motive
en rig .. o-h.p
7:30 p.m ; Evargelotic Worship .. - 7:30 p.m.
Baptist C buret%
11. Ong creek Missionary 13.1ot ist W d Prayer Service .. 7:30 p.m.
Arlie Larmer — Pastor
7
N. t- r' Youth Sec....
7:45 p.m.
Chu rC In
(Locoed on Route 6)

2 3U
Worstup Straoce Is: Sun)
o
Ha Sh:p:ey —
Worship Serx ;et. (3rd Sun) .10:31
: Peony),
ficaled 3 miles Nunn
College Presbyterian
Camombe.t cheese is named for
Services Every Sli!..1.iy 1601 W. Math
00 am a village in Normandy. France. It
Sunday School
Sunday School
9:45 am.
.11 00 a.m was invented by Marie blarel who
turning Worship
Morning Worsnip
11:00 am
7 00 p.m
ilvemng Worship
oupposedly popularized the chee.se
Vollege Fellowsnip .. 7:30 p.m ,
7 o0 pm by presenting a sample to Emper,
oble "'Classes
or Napoleon 111.
Sevenre and Poplar
Church of Christ •
You are always welcom•
Sunday Bible Class
9:43 a.m.
Ninety-eight per cent of BermuMorning W.rsh:p
10:40 am
at an
da's homes have ful electric serEvening Worship
7:00 p.m
vice. Bermudians believe this is
Wednesday B:ble Class
7:00 p.m,
the hirtieot national average in
— —
he world.
College Cherrh of Christ
106 N 15th Street
Paul Hodges. Minister
The Institute of Life Insurance i
9:30 am
able Classes
hos counted 1.407 life insurance .
10-30 am
Worship
for
oornoarues in the 30 states — of
7:00 p.m
Evening Service
Worship or Consultation
ch 80 were to med in the past
MONDAY:
ear
12 30 p.m
College .oevotional
WEDNESDAY.
110-HOUR JET HOP — Capt.
Scott's Grow- 'sepias* Church
Shelton J. Anthony of the
Billy C. ^Yon. OaPor
Air Research and Develop10:00 a m
Sunnay School
ment Command's Wright
11:00 a.mMorning Worship
Air Development Center,
7:00 pm.
Troinir.g Union
Dayton. 0., slumps in the
b:00 p.rr
Evening Warship
experimental seat he used
SUNDAY.
to fly a B-47 jet bomber
-.1o1-Weok Prayer Service 7.30 p.m
lone shown belowl continuously for 80 hours. 38
minutes. Anthony co‘ered
a•osr. Grove Methodist
39_200 miles. over contiloom Grove. ICY
nental U. S. The six-en. 10:00 am
oondav Schaoi
gine bomber was refueled
M'rning 1st rd Suns II:Co am
in flight from a KC-I35
tanker. Distance flown
O‘.en.ng ,2nd 410 Sun) 7-00pm
equaled one and threefifths times around the
First Christian
world, a record jet flight.
Nc•- 1.1 5th Streot
9:30 11.10
Bible School
Mr.rn.r.g Worship
. 10-5(1 a m
1.',ofieti Even Program 7:00 p in.

Ge ON !40.41E!%TS DON'T WANT
YOU AROUND itE.TE!f-2100 ASKED
YOU TO COME BY IN THE F1R57
PLACE?N0a0D1!G0 ON NO/AE!

YOU KNOW,IT A 51IgNGE
Ti•4iNC7ABOVI CkARLIC- B.4)N
YOU &YOST NEVER GEE
LAU6i-i!
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EPISCOPAL
CHURCH

<

LIKE A MOUNTAIN NAMED FOR YOU?

1

•

c"

osn er M(thOdist
10.00
Sundao Sch.,
rn.ng 2nd.l'h Sun 11 -00
Cherry

it J

Corner

wwww-

Baptist

Burpoc. pas:or

D WEEK
U S SOVIET 5•405 PACT
TO I)(CHANG( SCHATTSTS
NO1 reor.0
,
10h Of 'SAC/
USI Of ••01MIC INt1G5

WOW T CANC11 WIRING
5.110011 T1ST 1W Toil
SAHARA. UN NOM NO
HATT11. SAYS PAM
THe C,IuRCH FOR ALL .. •
ALL FOR THE CHURCH
The Church a the greatest factor on

Not one of these, certainly! They're here today,
gone tomorrow. We'd glndly lend our names to a
timeless peak like Everest — not to a heap of shifting f ands rolling before the demo t wird.
0

WASHaN,,ON
MAL.OWS
WOOS' t ofx,

good cot,:enshop. It ma INPIPOKKIIME of
values.

lion c•n survive. There We four sound
reasons why . thitrit Per,
ort Shold ad
rersd servloces regularly and support the
Church. They are . Ill For he. own sake.
Cl For his children's sake

For the sake of the Church trself.srhach

But our deeper self cror s for the Eternal!
God understands this yearning. He breathed it
into our souls.
ANY U S VAPIOALI
HAVANA 0551105
10 SACES Of ItOUII
SINT FfOM U S ICA
CUlAN 000111
CUSAN
r
Ai
P5)55* rON
SHUTSgni IN WWI
POO
ICUS IN SPIT!
Of C TIO "UNITY P IA

•If W•11.1 THRUST UPON
US Wt WU. HOMT WITH
AU 0515 STI1N1ITH "
INDIA S
411111U *ARAI RIO CHINA

needs h., moral and meters) outworn.
Plan to Solo chords regularly and read
your Bible daily. ig

A voice crying in the wilderness ... across the
shifting sands . . . of the TRUTH and LIFE that
'Are ETERNAL.
:.nd God answers it: In Christ! In Scripture!
In the voice of a neighbor inviting you and your
family to Church.
Cep

13. For the

sake of his communal and nut.'p (4)

•

•

Without • sarong

Chstr..11,.+111ser clemucluy nor ...luta-

Of course, we have to identify ourselves with
many a transitoryjdea and institution. We are boo;
most of our days just trying to keep Up with tho
tver-changing world . . .
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Peoples Bank
Stokes Tractor & Imp. Co.

Murray, Kentucky

Massey-Ferguson Tractors
Phone PL 3-1319

"Workman Auto Repair
Murray Insurance Agency

General Automobile Repair
300 Ash Street

P.O. Box 26P

Phone PL 3-4751

Murray, Kentucky

Murray,

Kentucky

